


Dagestan State University has four

branches and one of them is

situated in Izberbash.



Izberbash branch begins its history in 1994 when the

Humanitarian faculty was set up in the town and it

trained the specialists in two fields:

“Jurisprudence” and “Finance and Credit”.



Later, in 1997 as a result of the improvement of

educational and material base, the Branch of

Dagestan State University with two faculties

(the Law faculty and the Economical faculty)

was founded.



The founder and the first director of the institution was

the Doctor of Economy, Assistant Professor

Habibulla Bashirovich Gadzhialiev.

He put a great contribution into the development of our branch.



Isaev Murad Guseinovich,

the Candidate of Economy, Assistant Professor, was the second

director of Izberbash Branch.

He worked as the director from the end of 2010 up to 2014.

For the period of his work good conditions for a successful realization of

educational and scientific process have been created in the branch.



From the end of 2014 and up to the

august of 2019 the Director of

Izberbash Branch was

Dzhavatov Dzhavat Kurbanovich,

the Doctor of Technical Science and

Professor.

He is a talented scientist and a successful leader.



At present time the Director of our

Branch is Aliev Shapi Izievich,

Candidate of Law Science, Assistant

Professor

He directly rules the branch, drafts

the strategy of the development of

the organization and coordinates the

interrelations of our branch and

other units of the University.



The educational work and the planning

of the activity of teaching staff are

exercised under the leadership of the

Deputy Director

Shugaibova Saida Shugaibovna,

the Candidate of Law.



Nowadays the teaching staff of the branch consists of 19 teachers;

among them Doctors of Sciences and Professors, Candidates of

Sciences and Assistant Professors, Candidates of Sciences and

Senior lecturers.



The branch cooperates closely

almost with all the Chairs of the

Faculty of Economy and the Law

Faculty of Dagestan State

University.



Our branch has all modern academic facilities.

It has a stable material educational scientific and methodological base

that includes three buildings for studies, a scientific library with a

reading hall, a computer class and specially equipped classrooms.



The Scientific Council, one Chair and the Educational

Department are set up and efficiently functioning here.



At present there are 455 students

in our educational establishment.



Most of the students of our branch are engaged in scientific work.

At our faculty there are

students’ scientific circles,

problem groups and clubs.



Every year students’ scientific

conferences, seminars, round

tables, Olympiads are held at our

educational establishment.



Our students take an active part in all 

the events held at the University.



The branch provides all the conditions for good studies and leisure.

The administration and the teaching staff pay great attention not only to organizing

educational process but also to the development of the creative potential and the

organization of students’ spare time.



The students of our branch are regularly

involved in amateur activities: they have their

music practice and attend dance and song

groups.



Three years ago College was founded here on

the base of our Branch. The student body is

about 310.At present time the College is is

functioning successfully.



Without any doubts studying at our branch is not only interesting but also prestigious!




